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Lollipop Contests

Enter below to win some cool from stuff from Lollipop and our sponsors! 
Want to promote your band/company with a Lollipop Contest? Contact Scott to set it up. 

Click here for Free Show Tickets 

NOFX 
Never Trust A Hippy (Fat) 
 
Thing is, NOFX will be 
going to hell for this EP. 
6 new tunes, 2 of which 
will be on their new record 
Wolves In Wolves' 
Clothing. 
 
Contest item provided by Fat Wreck Chords 

Stiff Little Fingers 
Handheld and Rigidly 
Digital (MVD) 
 
"The Hope St. tour (in ’98) 
was among the most 
successful we have 
undertaken in recent years 
and I don't just mean from 
the point of view of 
attendance, although those 
were encouragingly up as 
well. What happened was 
everyone played better, laughed more, and 
generally had more fun on the road than we'd had 
in ages." - Jake Burns 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors 

Ani DiFranco 
Carnegie Hall 4.6.02 
(Righteous Babe) 
 
A live recording of Ani's 
solo performance on April 
6, 2002 at Carnegie Hall. 
Her charismatic humor, 
eloquence and 
compassion are 
unmistakable in this politically relevant, sonically 
scintillating set of songs. For the first time, Ani 
recites the epic poem "Self Evident" to an audience 
of New Yorkers, which she describes as "one of the 
most intense moments I have ever experienced on 
stage." 

Contest item provided by Righteous Babe Records

Sham 69 
Hersham Boys (MVD) 
 
Sham 69 was the original 
voice of the people in the 
first wave of British punk. 
They enjoyed a long run of 
chart successes and were 
an immense influence on 
the street punk and Oi! 
movements which 
followed. This 21-song set 
from in Brighton, England 
in 2002 brilliantly displays their signature straight-
up punk and sing-along slogan sound. 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors 

Danko Jones 
Sleep is the Enemy (Razor 
& Tie) 
 
Danko Jones, the loudest, 
proudest, suavest, sexiest, 
heaviest, heartiest power 
trio in the world, has 
returned with a new album, 
Sleep is the Enemy, in 
stores on May 23rd. Includes "First Date" and 
"Baby Hates Me" (as heard on WWE's 
Wrestlemania 22). They rock.  

Contest item provided by Razor & Tie 

Ministry 
Rio Grande Blood (13th 
Planet) 
 
With Rio Grande Blood, 
Ministry's chief executive 
madman Al Jourgensen 
harnesses bunker-busting 
guitar missiles, drums 
which pummel like carpet 
bombs and audio samples ripped from today’s 
headlines promulgating the grim reality of the State 
of the Union. 

Contest item provided by 13th Planet Recordings 
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